
Explanation of Errors in Inspyrus

Errors associated with Purchase Orders and Service Contract (AssetWorks)

Type

Type Field Name Description Tab Actions to correct Comments

ERP CAUSE: ACCOUNT REQUIRED. Line Items Please enter budget information on "Line Items" tab. Every invoice will have this as an error when it is scanned 

into Inspyrus. 

CUS CODING MANDATORY Distributions in Lines 1,2,3... are not associated with a PO and do 

not have a charge account or project information populated.

Line Items Please enter budget information on "Line Items" tab. Every invoice will have this as an error when it is scanned 

into Inspyrus. 

OFR HEADER_VENDOR More than one vendor ID appears to match the invoice - please 

check

Header Please confirm that the Vendor Name and address match the 

name and address of the vendor listed on the invoice.

Inspyrus reads the Vendor Address and then pulls the 

Vendor Name from PeopleSoft for the Vendor with the same 

address.  Sometimes it cannot find the exact same address, 

Inspyrus will select a vendor with a similar address.  If 

Inspyrus is unsure if it selected the correct vendor, a red dot 

with a white check mark will appear next to the vendor name 

on the Header tab.

OFR INV_NUMBER Please enter an invoice number Header Please enter the invoice number on the "Header" tab. This error may be due to poor quality of invoice image.  The 

error is because no invoice number has been populated.

OFR HEADER_VENDOR Please check that the vendor ID is correct Header Please confirm that the Vendor Name and address match the 

name and address of the vendor listed on the invoice.

Inspyrus reads the Vendor Address and then pulls the 

Vendor Name from PeopleSoft for the Vendor with the same 

address.  Sometimes it cannot find the exact same address, 

Inspyrus will select a vendor with a similar address.  If 

Inspyrus is unsure if it selected the correct vendor, a red dot 

with a white check mark will appear next to the vendor name 

on the Header tab.

OFR INV_DATE Please enter a valid date Header Please enter the invoice date on the "Header" tab. This error may be due to poor quality of invoice image.  The 

error is because the date is invalid.

ERP The value "XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX" is too long for the field 

VOUCHER_LINE.DESCR (91,68)

Line Items Select "Validate" again. PeopleSoft only allows 25 characters for the description line 

from the Line Items tab.  Code has been entered which will 

reduce the description to 25 characters after the Validate is 

selected again.

ERP Invoice Date is required Header Please enter the invoice date on the "Header" tab. This error may be due to poor quality of invoice image.  The 

error is because no date has been populated.

ERP Header amounts exceed invoice line amounts by $###.##. You 

cannot save this voucher until it is balanced. (7030,18)

Header, Line Items The Total on the Header tab must agree with the total of all line 

items on the Line Items tab

The total as shown in the light blue area at the top of the 

invoice will show green when the Header total equals the 

sum of all line items.

CUS PRICE MORE THAN PO Warning: Line 1: The invoice unit price is higher than the PO line 

unit price.

Line Items Confirm the price on the invoice agrees with the price in the 

distribution (Line Items tab).  Or confirm that the units used on 

the Purchase Order is the same as the units used on the invoice.

Although it is normal to sometimes have a different price on 

the invoice than was listed on the Purchase Order, the user 

should validate that the lines items on the PO are matched to 

the correct line items in Inspyrus on the Line Items tab.

CUS INV DATE MANDATORY Invoice Date is mandatory. Header Please enter the invoice date on the "Header" tab. This error may be due to poor quality of invoice image.  The error 

is because no date has been populated.

CUS PO CONTRACTOR DIFFERS The PO contractor number does not match the selected vendor 

in Inspyrus: 00000XXXXX, Contractor for PO: 00000YYYYY.

Header The vendor selected in Inspyrus must be the same vendor whose 

name is on the PO In AssetWorks. 

Since Inpsyrus is selecting a vendor by reading the address 

on the invoice, it is possible for Inspyrus to select a vendor 

other than the vendor listed on the PO.

CUS INVOICE DATE BEFORE PO 

DATE

The invoice date is before the PO date in AiM.  The invoice date 

for a PO invoice must be aftr the PO was created.

Since the date on the PO cannot be changed,  the user must 

change the date of the invoice.  It is advisable to make a 

comment about the changed invoice date.

Physical Plant Operations should be made aware of POs that 

are created  after the invoice.  The purpose of the PO is to 

outline the details of a purchase and give management an 

opportunity to approve the purchase beforehand.  Buying a 

product or service before the PO is created defeats the 

purpose of having a PO.
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CUS PP DEPT: PO OR SC For Physical Plant departments, a PO or Service Contract is 

needed. To allow this invoice to be a Non-PO invoice for Physical 

Plant, set the flex field Physical Plant Non-PO to Y.

Flex Data or Header If this invoice is associated with a Service Contract, the SC 

number should be entered on the Flex Data tab, field labeled 

"Service Contract".

If this invoice is associated with a Purchase Order, the PO 

number should be entered on the Header tab, field lableled PO:

If this invoice is not associated with a Service Contract or a 

Purchase Order, a Y should be selected to populate the field 

labeled "Physical plant Non-PO: on the Flex Data Tab.

This action just merely confirms that there is not data to be 

passed from Inspyrus to Assetworks for this invoice.

CUS TOTAL MISMATCH The header total should equal sum of line totals and header tax. Header, Line Items The Total on the Header tab must agree with the total of all line 

items on the Line Items tab

The total as shown in the light blue area at the top of the 

invoice will show green when the Header total equals the 

sum of all line items.

Invoice data has cleared all validation rules and appears to be 

error-free.

Ths is the preferred message to receive after validation, 

however, an invoice may have issues that Inspyrus 

validations would not find.

Type of Validation Error Description of the Types of Errors

OFR Errors returned by the OCR engine as part of extracting data from the 

invoice.  Each header field that generates an error will have a read 

checkmark next to it.  Click on the red checkmark after fixing the field 

data to clear the error in the next validation run.

ERP Errors returned by simulating creation of the invoice in PeopleSoft

CUS Errors returned by the Inspyrus invoice Automation validation routine.


